FAQs
1. How do I begin the design process?
We have to recreate your swimming pool and the important objects that will affect the slide
path. We use AutoCad, which loves numbers. Very basically, we want to create a right triangle
with C representing the slide path. Stretch a string along C and measure it and angle a.
Trigonometry will tell us A and B. Simple right? Just call us we’ll figure it out!
2. What about pricing?
Just call us! We can price out your Customized Slide or quote you a stock Sensational Slide.
(844) Why-I-Slide (844) 947-5433 or (360) 314-2565.
3. What colors do these awesome slides come in?
We have a total of 10 colors. Our most popular is a beige since it blends in with everything outdoors.
Other cool colors are solid gray, blue, yellow, red, bright orange, forest green, and apple green.
We also have speckled sand stone and gray granite that cost a little more.
4. Where are some interesting places that you have designed slides for?
We have designed slides for use as a floor-to-floor conveyor in a bakery. Our slides have
replaced fireman’s poles to combat foot fatigue. We would attach a slide to a school bus if it
would hold still.
5. What water depth do I need at the slide exit?
This varies. The short answer is 42”, but we can design for water depths down to 12”, or even a
pool less water slide. Let’s talk!
6. Who installs my Summit Slide?
We do not install, but installation is easily done through your pool builder or a preferred handy
person. We have had many DIY Moms and Dads install their own Summit Slides with no special
tools, equipment, or skills. You can do it too!
7. Why are Summit Slides so slippery without a lot of water?
Our slides are made of low density polyethylene which has a coefficient of friction equal to Teflon
which means it slides fast without much water. Plus nothing sticks to it so it’s easy to clean.
8. How do you compare to your competitors?
Even a better question. There are no comparisons. We come from an international playground
background which gives us a huge leg up in developing safer slides for swimming pools. Our slides
have been copied and re copied. Our competitors use a cookie cutter to make their slides and it
works alright.
9. How long does it take to make my custom slide?
It can depend on the slide and its customizations. Upon receiving the full payment, we can usually
get it out the door around 4-6 weeks plus transit.
10. What are the payment terms?
50% deposit and 50% prior to shipping. We accept Visa, MasterCard, and Amex. If possible, mailing a
paper check still works best.
(844) Why-I-Slide
(844) 947-5433*

